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1. Introduction 

1.1 The Latitude Testing Toolkit 

The Latitude Testing Toolkit is a quick and extremely low cost method of setting up a high-quality language testing 

capability.  The Latitude Testing Toolkit is based on the royalty free use of Latitude’s English Test for Aviation (ETA), 

a language proficiency test for pilots that was the first in the world to receive an endorsement1 from the 

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). The Latitude Testing Toolkit enables organisations to access 

specialist language testing expertise at low cost in order to establish an independent, sustainable, high-quality 

language testing service. The Latitude Testing Toolkit includes: 

➢ Complete test specifications 

➢ Full test content and materials 

➢ Detailed standard operating procedures (SOPs) including procedures for: 

o Central administration (where a network of test centres exists) 

o Test centre administration and recording keeping 

o Test delivery and assessment 

➢ An initial 5 day personnel training course (examiner, rater and test administrator training) 

➢ A 10 year licence for unlimited, royalty-free use of the test 

1.2 Set up, customisation and optimisation 

The Latitude Testing Toolkit start-up package begins with an initial 5 day training session for your personnel at your 

preferred location. Training covers test delivery (interlocutors), assessment (raters) and administration (test 

administrators). During training, a complete set of test documentation is made available to the user. Under the 

expert guidance of Latitude’s trainer, the user may then customise test specifications, content and materials and 

SOPs to meet national regulatory requirements and user operating requirements. On conclusion of training, the 

user has everything they need to submit to the national regulator for approval and begin providing a high quality, 

independent language testing service. 

The standard Latitude Testing Toolkit licence lasts for 10 years. During your licence period: 

➢ You may run as many tests as you wish with no additional charges 

➢ You may adapt and modify the test to meet your operational and regulatory requirements (any substantial 

adaptations or modifications made by you will be owned by you) 

➢ You operate independently under your own regulatory approval(s). 

1.3 Ongoing support 

Along with the initial set up package, Latitude also offers a range of optional support services to users so that users 

may maintain a quality language testing service: 

➢ New test materials  

➢ Recurrent training for existing test personnel 

➢ Initial training for new test personnel 

➢ Workshops on investigating test validity and reliability 

➢ Training to optimise the test for other aviation personnel, for example, air traffic controllers. 

                                                           

1 The ETA held a conditional endorsement from 2012-2013 
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2. Test overview 

2.1 The ETA 

The Latitude Testing Toolkit is based on the royalty free use of the English Test for Aviation (ETA), an English 

language proficiency testing system for pilot licensing purposes. The ETA was developed jointly by aviation subject 

matter experts, English language experts and independent experts in language testing. It was the first test in the 

world to receive an approval from the UK Civil Aviation Authority and endorsement from the International Civil 

Aviation Organization (ICAO) under the Aviation English Language Test Service2. ETA copyright and intellectual 

property is owned by Latitude Aviation English Services (UK).  

2.2 Test specification 

The test: 

➢ Measures English language proficiency for VFR and IFR radiotelephony communications  

➢ Measures the skills of listening comprehension and speaking only  

➢ Measures proficiency in plain English in an aviation context  

➢ Includes, but does not overtly measure, standard ICAO phraseology  

➢ Is designed for pilots operating aircraft on international flights  

➢ Measures language proficiency according to the ICAO rating scale and holistic descriptors at levels 2 to 6  

➢ Is not linked to and can be used independently of a particular course of study 

2.3 Task overview 

The test is administered to one candidate at a time by two examiners – one aviation Subject Matter Expert (SME) 

and one English Language Expert (ELE). The test takes about 35 minutes is comprised of 3 parts: 

Part 1: Radiotelephony role play is an integrated speaking and listening task in which the candidate listens to radio 

broadcasts and communicates in RT phraseology and plain English in the context of flight operations.  

Part 2: Monitor and Report is an integrated speaking and listening task in which the candidate listens to an 

extended recording of radiotelephony communications and provides an oral report of the non-routine events. 

Part 3: Describe and Discuss is a speaking task in which the candidate talks about topics related to flying and flight 

safety. 

  

                                                           

2 See https://www4.icao.int/aelts/Home/ 
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3. Customisation and regulatory approval 

Regulatory approval for language testing is typically contingent on the presence of the following items: 

➢ A valid and reliable test instrument (test tasks including audio-visual prompts) 

➢ Personnel training (for examiners, administrators and managers) 

➢ Administrative procedures including procedures for: 

o Conducting tests 

o Assessing candidate performance 

o Record keeping and data storage 

o Quality assurance and candidate appeals 

o Test security (protecting test content and data) 

o Test maintenance (introducing new test content as candidate volume grows) 

The Latitude Testing Toolkit addresses the above items through the provision of clear and comprehensive test 

specifications, test content and SOPs that reflect best practice in aviation language assessment in accordance with 

ICAO Document 9835 Manual on the Implementation of Language Proficiency Requirements. In addition, the 

Latitude Testing Toolkit allows users to customise test specifications, content and SOPs in order to meet national 

regulatory requirements and user operating requirements. At any time during the ten-year licence period, users of 

the Latitude Testing Toolkit may also rename the test and add their branding and logo, and may optimise the test 

for other aviation personnel should they wish. Any substantial adaptations or modifications made by the user will 

be owned by the user.  

Once a user has established a language testing service with the Latitude Testing Toolkit, the user may then submit 

to the national regulator for approval. As the Latitude Testing Toolkit enables users to operate a truly independent 

language testing service, submission for regulatory approval is managed by the user and any subsequent approvals 

held by the user.  

4. Test validity and reliability 

Provision of satisfactory evidence for test quality (validity and reliability) may be a condition of local regulatory 

approval and is a prerequisite for ICAO recognition. The Latitude Testing Toolkit includes a document entitled A 

Report on Test Development and Initial Investigations into Test Quality in which the history of test development 

and trialling is described and evidence of test validity and reliability provided. An early draft of this document was 

submitted along with the test specifications, content and SOPs to ICAO which led to the ETA achieving a conditional 

endorsement under the ICAO Aviation English Language Test Service in 2012. The ETA was the first test in the world 

to achieve an endorsement from ICAO and was one of only three tests for pilots ever to achieve this high level of 

industry recognition.  

As aviation language testing is extremely high stakes, we strongly recommend that users: 

➢ Trial all test content on a representative sample of the population before test use;  

➢ Analyse test data according to established procedures in the field of language testing, both in trials and in 

operational testing contexts; and 

➢ Continue to monitor and report on the validity of the language testing service they provide. 

As users of the Latitude Testing Toolkit operate a language testing service independently of Latitude, investigating 

and providing evidence for test validity and reliability is the responsibility of the user. To support users of the 

Latitude Testing Toolkit, Latitude provides optional workshops on investigating test quality.  
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5. Implementation 

The procedure for establishing a test service with the Latitude Testing Toolkit is as follows: 

➢ The user designates one or more local test centres for the administration of the test and identifies a test 

centre manager (TCM) at each test centre for training. A TCM may also be an examiner. 

➢ At each test centre, the user identifies a team of examiners - one or more SME examiners and one or more 

ELE examiners - for training.  

➢ Test centres are managed by a designated Central Administration unit. The user identifies one or more 

central administrators for training. The Central Administration unit may co-exist at a test centre and a 

central administrator may also be a TCM and/or an examiner. 

The number of test centres, examiners and central administrators can be scaled according to the scope of the user’s 

testing programme.  

Once the user has identified the required personnel and facilities, Latitude provides the following: 

➢ Detailed Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for central and test centre administration. 

➢ A batch of test materials and accompanying documentation which provide for testing for up to 300 

candidates at one test centre. 

➢ Comprehensive training for test personnel (central administrators, test centre managers and examiners). 

Information regarding personnel training content and duration can be found at section 9. Personnel training can be 

delivered together in one session or as a series of separate training sessions at a variety of locations. The maximum 

number of participants for any training session is 12.  

On completion of training, Latitude will issue a complete set of test documentation and a non-exclusive 10-year 

licence for unlimited test use. Under the licence, users may conduct as many tests as they wish, royalty free.  

Figure 1 shows the roles and responsibilities of Latitude, and a user’s test personnel. 

6. Test material 

Every test follows a set format according to a pre-determined examiner script. This is to ensure that test content is 

controlled and is delivered in a standardised manner. This standardisation is essential for test reliability. 

SME and ELE examiners deliver tests and assess candidate performance using the following test materials: 

➢ Test booklets which provide a detailed script for the examiners to follow in each part of the test 

➢ PowerPoint presentations which contain the audio-visual content required for each test 

➢ Examiner score sheets and listening score sheets which structure the assessment of candidate performance 

in each part of the test 

➢ The ICAO rating scale and holistic descriptors which are used to assess candidate performance 
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Figure 1: Latitude Testing Toolkit user roles and responsibilities 

7. The test bank 

In live test operations, test security is compromised by candidate memory of the test and word-of-mouth leakage 

of test content. This threatens test security and therefore the reliability of test scores. Consequently, the number 

of tests that can be administered from one set of test materials is dependent on the frequency, volume and location 

of testing.  

A batch of test materials is comprised of 12 test ‘sets’. We advise that, depending on the factors mentioned above, 

a single batch provides for testing for between 150 and 300 candidates if operating at a single location. Each test 

set in a batch is numbered from 1 to 12 and contains a different set of test content and tasks to the previous set. 

Test sets are used in numeric sequence so that each candidate in a test session is always exposed to different test 

content and tasks from the previous candidate. This helps to eliminate the possibility of candidate rehearsal which 

is a threat to the reliability of test scores.  

As test numbers grow, and depending on testing volume and intensity across the network of test centres, the user 

may wish to introduce new test content. To support users of the Latitude Testing Toolkit, Latitude supplies batches 

of new test content on request as an optional service. 
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8. Test administration 

8.1 Local test administration 

8.1.1 Before a test session 

Before a test session3, the test centre manager (TCM) registers the candidates. This involves taking payment (if 

applicable) and collecting a digital copy of the candidate’s passport and candidate biographical information. Each 

candidate is assigned a unique candidate number. All information is stored digitally on a dedicated, password 

protected computer at the test centre.  

8.1.2 Daily testing volume 

We recommend that a maximum of 10 tests can be conducted in one test session by one examiner team (one SME 

and one ELE) with testing at 45 minute intervals. The number of tests that can be conducted each day at a test 

centre is restricted only by the number of examiner teams and facilities available at the test centre. 

8.1.3 Test centre facilities and equipment 

On a test day, the TCM configures one or more test rooms with the following facilities and equipment: 

➢ A room of 12 m2 or more with a lock and key that can be used as a test room 

➢ A room or area that can be used as a candidate signing in and waiting area  

➢ Secure storage with lock and key for test materials and hardware 

➢ A laptop with Microsoft PowerPoint 2007 or later installed 

➢ A set of powered computer speakers 

➢ A flat screen computer monitor 

➢ A digital voice recorder (with USB file transfer functionality) 

➢ A digital camera 

➢ A wall mounted clock 

➢ A partition measuring approximately 2m x 1m 

Figure 2 shows the test room configuration. 

The TCM also prepares the test room with the test materials necessary to administer the test session (when not in 

use, these materials are stored by the TCM under lock and key).  

Before each test begins, the TCM takes a photograph of the candidate (this photograph appears on the candidate’s 

certificate).  At the beginning of the test session, the TCM ushers the candidate(s) to the test room(s) to meet the 

examiner team(s).  

  

                                                           

3 A test session is a 24 hour period in which one or more tests are conducted at a test centre. 
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8.1.4 The test event 

In the test room, once the candidate is seated, the ELE examiner switches on the recording device, reads an 

introductory rubric which records the details of the test event (date, examiners, candidate etc.) and sets out the 

broad test instructions. Then the test tasks begin. 

Part One: Radiotelephony Role Play 

Part one lasts between 18 and 20 minutes. In part one, candidates take the role of the pilot in two consecutive role-

play scenarios. The scenarios are based on different phases of flight. Part one may be a departure followed by an 

en-route scenario, or an en-route followed by an arrival scenario. Each scenario begins with the candidate listening 

to an ATIS broadcast (in the case of departure and arrival scenarios) or a VOLMET broadcast (in the case of en-route 

scenarios). The candidate hears the broadcast twice. During the listening, the candidate can take notes.  

When the broadcast is complete, the candidate begins communicating with the SME examiner who takes the role 

of an air traffic controller. Candidates respond to visual prompts delivered on a computer screen via the PowerPoint 

slideshow, and voice-only RT messages from the SME examiner. Communications centre around routine and non-

routine situations and include both standard radiotelephony phraseology and plain English. The examiner controls 

the delivery of the presentation according to the pace of candidate interaction.  

At the end of each scenario, the SME examiner asks the candidate questions about the ATIS or VOLMET broadcast 

they heard to which the candidate responds orally, referring to their notes if they wish. 
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Figure 2: Test room configuration 
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Figure 3: Extracts from a part 1 scenario 

Part Two: Monitor and Report 

Part two lasts between seven and nine minutes. Part two simulates the pilot task of monitoring the frequency 

during flight. Firstly, the examiner plays an extended recording of air-ground communications from a tower, 

approach or en-route air traffic control frequency (the recording is embedded in the PowerPoint presentation). The 

candidate listens to the recording and is instructed to make notes on the non-routine events. Secondly, the 

candidate gives an oral report of the non-routine events to the ELE examiner, referring to their notes.  This report 

is given to the ELE face-to-face.    

Part Three: Describe and Discuss 

Part three lasts between five and seven minutes and is delivered face-to-face. In the first task, the candidate is 

presented with an aviation-related image and is asked to describe the image in as much detail as possible. In the 

second task, the ELE examiner delivers a series of scripted discussion prompts which develop the topic introduced 

in the image.  

Assessment 

The two examiners share the role of interlocutor4 during the test. Switching roles during the test enables the 

examiners to make notes on candidate performance on the dedicated score sheets in real time as the test is 

administered. The examiners assess listening comprehension using an assessment guide specific to the test set in 

use. This guide indicates correct answers in the ATIS and VOLMET listening tasks (part one) and the information 

required in a candidate report in the Monitor and Report task (part two). 

The examiners finalise their scores at the end of the test though are not permitted to discuss their scores; the two 

sets of scores remain independent.  

8.1.5 At the end of the test and test session  

At the end of each test, the TCM ushers the candidate from the test centre. At the end of the test session, the TCM 

collects the examiners’ score sheets, records the scores, and stores all test records under password protection (in 

the case of soft copy test materials and records) and lock and key (in the case of hard copy test materials and 

records). A back up of test records is made at the end of each test session. 

                                                           

4 An ‘interlocutor’ is the person who interacts with the candidate during a test. 
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This folder is then sent to the central administrator via a dedicated account on a secure server. The TCM then 

returns all test materials, hard copy records and hardware to a secure storage facility. 

8.2 Central administration 

8.2.1 Function 

Central administration is important in maintaining oversight of the testing system and keeping track of all 

certificates issued across the network of test centres. The function of central administration is to: 

➢ Conduct quality assurance procedures; 

➢ Issue certificates; and 

➢ Return test data (speech samples, test content use and test scores) to Latitude (see 8.2.4 below). 

8.2.2 Quality assurance  

On receiving notification of test records from a test centre, the central administrator downloads the test records. 

The scores are checked for rater (dis)agreement.  

Where there is any disagreement in overall ICAO score or where there is no disagreement at all in final scores in a 

complete test session, the sample(s) in question or a minimum of 10% of the samples in a test session (whichever 

is greater) are assigned to a senior examiner for third rating. The assignment of samples to a senior examiner is 

administered via secure server. 

The senior examiner rates any such samples ‘blind’, i.e. they do not know the scores awarded by the two test session 

examiners. The senior examiner returns scores to the central administrator, including any comments on the 

administration of the test (the same blind rating procedures for additional rating apply in candidate appeals). 

The central administrator records instances of: 

➢ Deviation from SOPs; and/or 

➢ Disagreement with a senior examiner 

Should significant disagreement or patterns of consistently harsh or lenient scoring emerge, central administration 

may instruct an examiner to re-standardise using the rater standardisation material provided by Latitude during 

examiner training.  

8.2.3 Certification 

Once the quality assurance procedures are complete and test scores are verified for a test session, the central 

administrator creates (a) certificate(s). Certificates contain the test centre number, candidate number, candidate’s 

name, nationality, first language, sex, pilot licence number and photograph. All certificates contain wet stamps and 

signatures from central administration. Certificates are then dispatched by courier to the test centre, or by prior 

arrangement, to a candidate’s chosen address. The time taken between receipt of test records from a test centre 

and dispatch of certificates is typically five working days. In some circumstances, management may also dispatch a 

PDF file containing test scores to a TCM via email.  

Candidates receive a score in each of the six ICAO criteria. The scores reported represent the lowest scores received 

by the SME and ELE examiners and senior examiners (where applicable) in each criterion.  

8.2.4 Returning test data 

Under licence, the user’s Central Administration shall periodically return copies of all digital test records to Latitude 

on Latitude’s request. The test records are used by Latitude for training and ongoing research and development 
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purposes. Test records are stored by Latitude under strict security protocols subject to the requirements of data 

protection law. Data pertaining to individual candidates remains confidential. 

9. Personnel training 

9.1 Central administrator training 

The Latitude Testing Toolkit includes training for the central administrator(s) which requires 1½ days, and covers 

the following areas: 

➢ An overview of the testing system 

➢ An overview of the test 

➢ Responsibilities of central administration 

➢ Record keeping 

➢ Monitoring test centre and examiner performance 

➢ Quality assurance 

➢ Managing candidate appeals 

➢ Producing and distributing test certificates 

9.2 TCM training 

The Latitude Testing Toolkit includes training for the centre manager which requires 1½ days, and covers the 

following areas: 

➢ An overview of the testing system 

➢ An overview of the test 

➢ Responsibilities of the test centre 

➢ Running a test session  

➢ Handling test scores and materials and 

➢ Managing test candidates 

9.3 Examiner training 

The Latitude Testing Toolkit includes training for examiners which requires 4 days, and covers the following areas: 

➢ An overview of the testing system 

➢ Test and test specifications 

➢ Responsibilities of examiners 

➢ Delivering the test 

➢ Rating candidate performance 

➢ Reliability 

➢ Handling test scores  

As an integrated component of examiner training, trainees are required to rate a set of 5 speech samples according 

to the test standard under examination conditions. We recommend that only trainees who demonstrate the ability 

to rate speech according to the standard become licensed examiners.  

A 5-day training session covers both the centre manager and examiner training sessions (some of these sessions 

overlap). The training session may be attended by up to 12 participants.  
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9.4 Minimum recommended requirements for examiners  

The recommended minimum requirements for SME examiners are: 

➢ A minimum of 5 years’ operational experience as an air traffic controller or pilot; 

➢ Successful completion of an initial examiner’s training course; and 

➢ Completion of annual two-day examiner’s refresher course. 

The recommended minimum requirements for ELE examiners are: 

➢ A minimum of 2 years’ experience in teaching aviation English; 

➢ Successful completion of an initial examiner’s training course; and 

➢ Completion of annual two-day examiner’s refresher course. 

For SME and ELE examiners whose first language is not English: 

English language proficiency level is proven by a certificate/diploma such as: 

➢ University degree in Applied Linguistics in English; or 

➢ The International English Language Testing System (IELTS) examination – Academic module (the average 

score of 8.0 or above, including minimum of 8.5 on speaking and listening); or 

➢ The Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English (CPE) examination (grades A or B); or 

➢ Common European Framework (CEF) level C2. 

➢ The above or similar certificate/diploma is accompanied by proof that language proficiency has been 

actively maintained. 

It is a requirement that SME and ELE examiners have no prior personal or professional relationship with test 

candidates. 
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10. Prices 

Latitude Testing Toolkit start up package PRICE 

5 day initial personnel training course5 delivered by Latitude (30 hours plus pre-course tasks)6  £9,000 

Test specifications, Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and first set of test materials7 (good for ≤300 
candidates at a single test centre) 

£8,500 

Non-exclusive 10 year licence for unlimited, royalty free test use including provision of all test 
documentation  

£1,500 

 

Optional ongoing support services  PRICE 

Batch of new test material (good for ≤300 candidates when operating at a single location)7 £7,500 

2 day refresher training course for existing test personnel (24 hours including pre-course tasks)5,6 £6,500 

5 day initial training course for new test personnel (30 hours plus pre-course tasks)5,6 £9,000 

2 day workshop in investigating test validity and reliability6 £6,000 

5–10 day test development workshops (for optimising the test for other aviation personnel)6 On request 

 

                                                           

5 Including training for central administrators, test centre managers and/or examiners. 
6 Prices for training at the customer’s preferred location do not include (where applicable) return flights, airport transfers, full board 
accommodation and daily return transport between the accommodation and the training centre for Latitude’s instructor. 
7 All test documentation and test materials are provided electronically in Microsoft Word and PowerPoint. 


